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Once they call in a spiritual medium (as Gogol did with his mother's friend
Vasily Melezhik) to help them make sense of why he does not feel at home

in his native land, he becomes obsessed with India, to the point that
he travels there as a teenager, thus triggering a failed mission that leaves

him with an incurable mental condition that we never see. Rakitin, the only
character to survive a trip with Gogol, sees it differently. In his memoirs
(also named ), he recalls how they stayed together in rural India for two

years, after Gogol was given asylum. Despite their differences of opinion on
how to relate to the Kafirs, who were "just like us", and their habit of

drinking wine, Rakitin considers himself lucky that he met Gogol when he
did, because in the first edition of , the young doctor had been traveling with
the officer Michael Antonov, a rashly impetuous character whose instincts
make him the real hero of the piece, as he saves the would-be suicide, "the
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only man left alive from the foreigners' flotilla". The  is a dramatization
of  by Alexei Tolstoy and  , a collection of  letters in which Gogol paints a

picture of life in India, much of it based on Rakitin's memoirs.
When Gogol's bride-to-be Barbara Bobkova, in 1912, encouraged him

to publish a travel memoir to further his professional career, he published ,
which was a success and a boost for , a book the writer had never

contemplated before. However, the  was considered immoral
and profoundly offensive to Russians. The Russian "Aesthetic Movement",

which inspired , was a movement largely centered on Russian literature
and art that was largely Western, with literature and art exported to
the  from Europe. The Aesthetic Movement had a strong influence

on Gogol's writing and dramatic developments
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